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Depression

“But you know that disappointment is just the action of your brain readjusting itself to reality 
after discovering things are not the way you thought they were.”  Brad Warner

“People and events don’t disappoint us, our models of reality do. It is my model of reality that 
determines my happiness or disappointments.”– Stephan Zweig, Chess Story

We all create an image of what we consider reality. We base our images of reality on our life 
experiences. We believe that what we experience and the conclusions we reach from our 
experiences determine what is true or not true for our lives. As unbelievers separated from God 
and especially when we are young, we reach many wrong conclusions. We then believe our 
wrong ideas turning them into our version of the truth. God designed us to learn from our 
experiences and then to use faith to make what we think we learned into a guide that tells us 
how to think & feel about life. The “truths” we conclude & believe from our experiences are 
stored in our neural memory system, becoming an ongoing but changeable guide by which we 
evaluate our life. “Is life good or not so good? Am I good & worthy or evil and worthless? Am I 
desirable or competent, worthy of love? Do I have better days ahead or is my life over? Hope 
looks to better days in the future. Depression results from seeing nothing good in our future.
The choices we make about what to believe out of our life experience create fixed images & 
habitual inner dialogue in our subconscious. The decision, “what am I to believe” becomes the 
most important issue in our life and actually controls the way we think, feel and behave. 

Wilma’s parents seemed angry & fought constantly. She lived in fear that they would 
divorce and when she was 8 yrs old, her father left. She blamed herself & blamed her mother, 
anyone but him. One of the axioms of human behavior is that we crave that which is denied to 
us. She desperately wanted him to come home & for her parents to reconcile. She prayed that 
they would. She seemed to be coping well until the day that she learned that he was marrying 
another woman who had children instead of coming back to her and her mom. Later, her mother 
would say that “she just disappeared into her room” to describe Wilma’s depression. 

It is hardwired into human nature for children to desire their parents to stay together and 
for them to be happy together. When her father left, Wilma began to create fantasies about him 
coming home and having a joyous reunion with her and her mother. She imagined this scenario 
so many times that she convinced herself that it must surely happen and that she couldn’t be 
happy with any other reality. When it became clear that the imagined scenario to which she had 
attached her desire and faith would never happen, she surrendered her hope of a positive future 
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for her and her mom. Some would say that her parent’s divorce caused her depression but more 
correctly it was the shattering of the imagined dream of her parent’s reconciliation, causing her 
to stop believing that good things were coming in her future. Like all of humanity with OSN, she 
set herself up for disappointment, disillusionment and depression by making her parent’s 
marriage into an idol she trusted in and depended on for her happiness. Wilma’s depression was 
the logical conclusion to her shattered idolatry. In fact, God must allow our OM dreams to come 
to naught so that we can discard them so that we can accept and embrace His dreams for us. 

Definition & Description
Depression is a state of mind caused by choosing to believe that you will never obtain those 
things that you most value & desire, producing a sense of hopelessness & despair. We conclude 
that because we will never receive what we have chosen to value and desire that there is little 
reason to continue pursuing a meaningful life. Emotions associated with depression are sadness, 
fear, anger & feelings of despair. Deciding to depress (depressing) can be the result of choosing 
predispositions toward depressing to dictate our course of action when faced with the hardships 
of life under AOS in a devil run world.

Diagnosing Clinical Depression - DSM 5 
https://www.psycom.net/depression-definition-dsm-5-diagnostic-criteria/

a. All mental states and related emotions can be viewed as a spectrum from being overjoyed on 
one extreme to being in abject misery on the other extreme. 

+H Joy      Peace          Pleasure/fun     [Neutral]   Discouraged          Depressed                Suicidal

b. All people respond/react to their life by moving back and forth within the middle areas of the 
happiness spectrum without going into the extreme.

c. Only those who pursue a dynamic spiritual life will experience spiritual peace & contentment
d. Because the hardships of the devil’s world challenge our human dreams, all of us react by 

choosing to be angry, discouraged and deeply upset without going into a deep depression.
e. Those who end up at the extreme end of the negative scale often need help to recover and 

return back to normality – counseling & even medication.
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The Body
1. Every human being is composed of body, soul & spirit -  1The 5:23
2. Our soul and spirit interacts with the material world through a material body.
3. The thinking & feeling functions of life are accomplished by the neural system located primarily 

in the brain but also in the spinal cord, chest & gut. 
4. Our neurons function by the use of chemical messengers (neurotransmitters) interacting with 

neural connectors that allow the cells to communicate thoughts to one another.
5. The material thinking apparatus/mechanism is used by the immaterial soul to think, decide, feel 

and relate to God, nature and other people – the body is a grace mechanism.
6. Science has now demonstrated that the immaterial soul makes choices about thinking and the 

material body responds accordingly to what we choose – quantum physics 
7. When the brain fails to work properly, the chemical neurotransmitters can become confused and 

the connectors can be damaged, causing distortions in thinking & feeling.
8. Brain malfunctions cause what we call mental diseases and disorders of many kinds. 

a. Anxiety Disorders – react to circumstances with fear & worry – OCD
b. Mood Disorder – sadness, hopelessness, despair – Bi-polar, depression
c. Addictive Disorders – lack of impulse control – reaction to loss & painful experiences
d. Psychotic Disorders – images & inner dialogue unhinged from reality – schizophrenia

9. Genetic flaws that cause brain malfunctions are easily passed down from one generation to the 
next, placing predispositions toward specific problems in the children.

10. If a person has a tendency toward depression in their genetic structure then they will be 
predisposed to naturally react to adversity with sinful anger, hopelessness & despair.

11. Adversity & loss in life can activate dormant predispositions that when consistently chosen will 
cause the formation of neural pathways that habituate sinful reactions to stress.
a. Wilma, by consistently reacting to the normal challenges of life by thinking hopelessness, 

caused her brain to form neural structures that made depression her habit of choice.
b. When she had kids, they inherited a predisposition toward making the same choices. 

Chronic Stress & Brain Damage
Neuroscientists at the University of California, Berkeley, have found that chronic stress 

triggers long-term changes in brain structure and function. Their findings might explain why 
young people who are exposed to chronic stress early in life are prone to mental problems such 
as anxiety and mood disorders later in life, as well as learning difficulties.  The "stress 
hormone" cortisol is believed to create a domino effect that hardwires pathways between the 
hippocampus and amygdala in a way that might create a vicious cycle by creating a brain that 
becomes predisposed to be in a constant state of fight-or-flight. 
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https://www.psychologytoday.com/us/blog/the-athletes-way/201402/chronic-stress-can-
damage-brain-structure-and-connectivity

  Chronic stress causes the body to produce cortisol, the fight or flight chemical. The body 
is designed to stay in this mode only for short bursts when there is imminent danger. When a 
person consistently perceives their life in a negative light it keeps the body under stress, causing 
it to constantly produce cortisol. Too much cortisol damages the ability of the brain to connect 
within itself, especially damaging the serotonin receptors. The brain uses serotonin to produce 
thoughts of wellbeing and hopefulness. Without the ability to process serotonin we find it 
difficult to think positive thoughts, to see life from God’s perspective and feel hopeful. Even 
though we trust with our souls, if our brain refuses to function properly, the positive feelings that 
we desire & associate with God’s promises won’t be there, making life very difficult.

Anti-depression medication (SSRI’s) is designed to cause more serotonin to remain in the 
brain so that the receptors have more opportunity to use it. When the brain is able to use more 
serotonin we are able to not only logically conclude the promises of God but our emotions are 
able to connect with our thoughts. Over time when our brain is able to operate properly it will 
heal itself and then we can think and feel again as God intended. 

Summary
1. Man’s choices to believe, think & feel have impact on the formation of the human body

a. Some medical professionals believe that many diseases are rooted in negative emotions.
2. The choice to negatively interpret our circumstances causes unhealthy reactions in the body
3. The consistent decision to think stress unbalances body chemistry, causing a breakdown in the 

brain’s ability to communicate within & damaging specific neural receptors.
4. Once the brain loses its ability to process serotonin it becomes very difficult to see life in a 

positive light, causing the person to become stuck in a depressed state – clinical depression
5. The tendency to interpret life as loss & sadness is passed down to next generations, creating 

predispositions toward depression – Wilma’s children will be predisposed to depression.
6. Predispositions toward mental illness are often activated into new choices by reacting to the 

adversities in our life – probably Wilma’s genetics contained depressive tendencies.


